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***********************Dental Records**************************
Q: If the patient chooses to have a personal representative or parent collect his/her
records or be the contact for his/her treatment information, are there any Wisconsin
privacy laws prohibiting the dentist from sharing this information?
A: A true personal representative (parent of a minor, guardian, active health care agent,
other person with the legal authority to make health care decisions on behalf of the
patient) stands in the patient’s shoes and may have access to the patient’s records
under both Wisconsin law and the HIPAA Privacy Rule. Under Wisconsin law,
parents have the right to control their minor child’s health care, and have full access
to their minor child’s dental records, unless they have been denied physical placement
rights. A parent has been denied physical placement rights when a court has ruled that
the parent has no right to have the child live with him or her as part of a divorce or
other legal action affecting parental rights. A parent that has been denied custody of
the child in a divorce may still have physical placement rights, for example, to allow
visitation.
However, under Wisconsin law, spouses, parents of adults (18 and older) or other
individuals who do not have legal authority to make health care decisions on behalf of
the patient are not allowed to have access to patient information without the written
consent of the patient. Wisconsin dental offices should have the patient’s written
consent before releasing confidential information to spouses, family members or
other individuals who do not have legal authority to make health care decisions on
behalf of the patient (see section B of Wisconsin Consent form).
Q: May I charge patients who would like to have photocopies of their records? If so,
what is the basis for this fee?
A: Yes. A provider may charge for duplication of health care records. A healthcare
provider may charge no more than the following fees for supplying certified duplicate
health care provider records.
(1) For paper records, the greater:
(a) $8.40 per request
or
(b) .45 cents per record page for the first 50 pages, and .25 cents per record page
over 50 pages

(2) For X–rays, $4.00 per X–ray copy
and
(3) The actual costs of postage or other means of delivering the requested duplicate
records.
Q: Patients who request copies of their records may be charged a cost for duplication
and postage. Does the $4 charge for copying x-rays pertain to each x-ray image
placed on a single page or each page that is copied?
A: Given the rather vague reference in the statute, and the fact that the rule is supposed
to establish charges based on an approximation of costs, I believe the weight of the
argument is in favor of interpreting HFS 117 to allow $4.00 per page, regardless of
how many x-ray images are on each page.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*********HIPAA Privacy Rule and Wisconsin Privacy Laws********
Q: Are there any areas in patient privacy where the Wisconsin privacy requirements are
more stringent than the new HIPAA Privacy Rule or vice versa? If so, which rules
should be implemented?
A: The practical way to approach questions about the interaction of Wisconsin law and
the HIPAA Privacy Rule is to treat the HIPAA Privacy Rule standards as the new
baseline, and ask what requirement are imposed by Wisconsin that are in addition to
those imposed by the HIPAA Privacy Rules.
The critical issues where Wisconsin privacy law is more stringent than the HIPAA
Privacy Rule are as follows:
•

Wisconsin allows disclosure of protected health information for treatment and
payment purposes without a patient’s written consent. Therefore, dental offices
may continue to conduct these activities without written consent. However,
Wisconsin law requires that all disclosures made without written patient consent
must be logged by the dental office. If your office does not receive written
consent from the patient, you will need to record ALL disclosures of that patient’s
protected health information.
Wis. Stat. §§ 146.82 (2)(a)(2), (3) and (d).

•

Wisconsin law requires a patient’s written permission before their confidential
medical information can be disclosed or discussed with family members or other
persons involved with their care. The patient should complete section B of the
Wisconsin Consent form with the name(s) of the person(s) the patient wants to
have access to their protected health information (e.g. spouse, grandparents,
brother, etc). (See exceptions listed at the end of this FAQ sheet regarding
information that can be shared with parents or legal guardians of minors, and/or a
health care agent, or others authorized to make health care decisions for the
patient.)

Wis. Stat. § 146.82 (1).
•

Wisconsin law requires that providers document any time a patient or the patient’s
personal representative comes to their office to inspect their own records. The
provider must note the time, date of inspection, the person inspecting the records
and the records inspected.
Wis. Stat. § 146.83 (3).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*******************Wisconsin Privacy Forms**********************
Q: Which forms should I provide for patients to fulfill both state and federal
requirements?
A: See flow chart below

Summary Flow Chart of Required Forms for Patients
STEPS # 1-4
STEP # 1

STEP # 2

STEP # 3

Patient signs

Patient
completes & signs

Acknowledgement of
Receipt of Notice of
Privacy Practices

Option one
WDA Wisconsin
Consent form

Post both forms in the waiting room.
Deliver copy of both forms to patient.
Patient reviews the forms.
HIPAA Notice of Privacy Practices
+
Wisconsin Addendum

OR

STEP # 4

If patient refuses to sign,
staff notes that Notice was
delivered and patient
refused to sign the
Acknowledgement of
Receipt.

File
File all signed documentation in the patient’s dental record

Q: What additional forms should our office use to fulfill Wisconsin privacy laws?
A: Two forms are recommended.
1.) The Wisconsin Addendum

OR
Option two
Contact The
Dental Record,
Inc. for their
Registration
form at:
800-243-4675

AND
2.) The Wisconsin Consent form
OR
The Dental Record registration form (to order call 800-243-4675).
Q: What is the penalty if our office chooses to use the HIPAA forms and not the
additional Wisconsin forms?
A: Without Wisconsin privacy forms, dental offices will experience a two-part ongoing
administrative burden. First, dental offices will need to log each disclosure of all the
patient’s protected health information. In addition, the patient would be the only one
the dental office can speak to about his/her care.
Q: Are the Wisconsin forms required?
A: No, but the WDA advises dental offices to utilize the Wisconsin forms. Without the
forms, dental offices will experience a heavier administrative requirement. Please see
the question above for details.
Q: What if the patient chooses not to sign the Wisconsin Consent? What is the protocol
for the provider?
A: A dentist is not required by Wisconsin law to treat a patient who refuses consent to
use and disclose patient information for any purpose. Consequently, the dentist has
discretion on whether to agree to treat a patient who refuses to give consent.
Q: Can WDA member dentists photocopy and distribute the Wisconsin Privacy forms
contained in the WDA mailing?
A: Yes.
Q: The provider will NOT have to log each disclosure of the patient’s protected health
information for treatment, payment, and operations, as long as the patient completes
and signs the Wisconsin Consent form. Is that statement correct?
A: Correct. If the patient signs the Wisconsin Consent form, the dentist will be required
to log only those disclosures that are made without patient consent as allowed by
Wisconsin law and the Privacy Rule. These disclosures include disclosures made
pursuant to court orders, to licensing agencies, and for various other public policy
purposes.
Q: What if the patient signs the Acknowledgement of Receipt of Notice and not of the
Wisconsin Consent? Is the federally required acknowledgement sufficient to fulfill
Wisconsin requirements?
A: Signing a HIPAA Privacy Rule acknowledgement of receipt form does not constitute
consent to use, disclose or release protected health information. A dentist who gets an

acknowledgement signed, but not a consent, will still be required to track disclosures
for treatment, payment, and operations as required under Wisconsin law.
Q: Patient authorization for use and disclosure of protected health information to family
members is required (patient should list the chosen family members in section B –
Wisconsin Consent). “Family members” DOES NOT include parents or legal
guardians, correct? If a legal guardian or parent wants to see the dental record that
is fine under both HIPAA and Wisconsin confidentiality laws—please confirm.
A: Correct. Parents of a minor child (but not an adult child) and legal guardians are
"personal representatives" who stand in the shoes of the patient, so no authorization is
needed.
Q: If the dental office uses the ADA Consent instead of the Wisconsin Consent, do they
still need to log all disclosures in Wisconsin?
A: The ADA consent contains all of the elements required of Wisconsin consent except
one. The ADA consent does not state the duration of the consent. It should say, "This
consent is effective until revoked by you." With that addition, the ADA consent form
should obtain consent under Wisconsin law and obviate the need to track disclosures
for treatment, payment and health care operations.
Q: Is there any problem with dental offices scanning documents into their computers
instead of keeping the paper with the signature?
A: The Privacy Rule is silent on whether the documentation that it requires be on paper
or electronic format. However, I have seen no commentary that would suggest that
only paper documentation would be acceptable evidence of compliance with the
Privacy Rule. However, it is important that any electronic documentation be properly
secured against alteration. It should be in a format that cannot be changed, or in a
program that creates an audit trail of any alterations or attempted alterations. Saving
a document as a Word file that anyone can alter will not create good evidence of
compliance with the Privacy Rule. Saving a document as a locked or password
protected file should be adequate documentation.

